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NEW QUESTION: 1

A. No
B. Yes
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are a Dynamics 365 Finance developer. You are testing a
workflow in a user acceptance testing environment. You need to
ensure that a specific user can accept purchase requisitions

only if the requisition is in a specific status. Which two
options can you configure to achieve the goal? Each correct
answer presents a complete solution. NOTE: Each correct
selection is worth one point.
A. automated task
B. conditional decision
C. manual task
D. manual decision
E. approval process
Answer: B,E
Explanation:
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-sg/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/fin-o
ps/organization-administration/configure-condi

NEW QUESTION: 3
As your organization's SAN environment grows, you realize there
is a greater need to manage SAN security. Which mechanism is
required to prevent unauthorized activity on the FC fabric for
management operations?
A. Access control lists
B. Zoning
C. VSAN
D. Role-based access control
Answer: D
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